New Retention Plan Proposed By Quad Board

By CHRIS JENNEWEBEN

The Quad Board, the Quad's residence council, will be presenting a new plan to help freshmen retain their students. This plan, which was presented to the Quad Board on Monday, would allow students to choose a housing unit for the entire four years of college. The plan would be implemented on a trial basis for the fall 1974 semester.

Under this plan, freshmen would be allowed to select a housing unit when they register for the fall semester. They would then be required to remain in that housing unit for the entire four years of college. Students would be allowed to change housing units only once if they were dissatisfied with their roommate or living conditions.

The Quad Board hopes that this plan will help freshmen feel more comfortable and secure in their living environment. They believe that this will lead to higher retention rates and a more positive college experience for students.

The plan would also allow students to select a housing unit that is most conducive to their learning style. For example, some students may prefer a quiet, study-friendly environment, while others may prefer a more active, social environment.

The Quad Board is currently working on the details of this plan and hopes to have it approved by the end of the semester.
Art Project
(Continued from page 1)
change from a traditional performing arts program. Special facilities of the new program will include a library area
as well as a darkroom and two practice rooms. Plans for the Performing Arts program will not necessarily mean
the exclusion of any present project residences who work in the visual arts, Coleman said.
A steering committee for the new project is now in process. A meeting
committee of seven students will help to select the staff and students.
Lexis
(Continued from page 1)
pleasable documents by changing word grouping. "Answers are narrowed
down to the cases of
misappropriate use," he added. Once the appropriate documents have been located, lawyers
can meet off screen. The information can be printed in four
seconds; he noted, then saving lawyers valuable time lost in copying
the data.
Solve had the computer would be especially useful in researching all
of its opinions of a particular judge. This, he said, would be a time-con
suming project if manually researched by a lawyer. However, he added,
LEXIS can instantly cite relevant documents by changing word
application by changing word grouping. "Answers are narrowed
down to the cases of
misappropriate use," he added. Once the appropriate documents have been located, lawyers
can meet off screen. The information can be printed in four
seconds; he noted, then saving lawyers valuable time lost in copying
the data.
The central computer for LEXIS
service is located in Ohio. Telephone
users will hook up to the Law School to the central computer.
At present, New York, Ohio, Texas, Missouri, and Federal bars are in the LEXIS system. This may be a disadvantage for
Pennsylvania lawyers, Sloan noted.
Back from European Tour!
PUNCHBOWL
(The satire magazine)
Meeting:
Sunday, Feb. 10 9PM
Irvine Aud., 1st floor

A Very Special Film!
THE TWO OF US
Monday Feb. 11
Fine Arts Auditorium
7 & 9 P.M. Adm. $1

THAT'S A HEARTY BREAKFAST
WITH A PRICE THAT WON'T
JOLT YOU AWAKE.
"Try an egg, grilled in sweet creamery butter, covered
with melted cheese and Canadian Bacon, on a toasted
English muffin."

5¢ COFFEE!
with any purchase between 7 a.m. and 11 a.m.

MCDONALD'S EGG McMUFFIN™.

PHILADELPHIA 19104
Van Pelt College House
Position of House Mastership of
Van Pelt College
House is Now Available, Starting Academic Year
1974-75

Van Pelt College House is a coeducational un-
dergraduate residence devoted to the life of the mind.
A staff of 12 graduate students and faculty partic-
ipates in and encourages a wide variety of artistic,
humanistic and scientific activities. The House's
informal atmosphere encourages the open discussion
and free exchange of ideas. Sherry hours for faculty
affiliates, brunches, receptions for visitors, and
crunchy talks are an integral part of House life.

The resident Master, together with the Staff and
students, sets the tone of the House and oversees its
educational and social activities. He is responsible for
the House program, its budget management, and the
welfare of its residents.

We are now inviting applications from and nomi-
nations of tenured faculty members of the University. A
sufficient application or nomination would consist of a
letter describing relevant experience, interests and
abilities. The letter should be sent to: Professor Mark
Adams, Chairman of the Master Search Committee,
Department of History and Sociology of Science, 117
Smith Hall-D. The deadline is Thursday, February 21.
By Jonathan Zimnian

The current crisis in Britain is well-recognized by the nation's coming day. For while the British may feel that the past has not been too good, three decades ago, it is of major concern to all democratic countries to understand the impact of their actions upon the current world situation.

Ours is only heightened by the Arab oil controlled most of the world's oil supply. Britain's dependency on coal has been in question for some time. However, the current crisis will force the government to make a call a general election must deter-...
We take high fidelity seriously!

"High fidelity" is a term that receives an awful lot of abuse. It's really a matter of degree - although some music systems sound pretty good, they don't deserve the title as much as others do.

We'll be the first to admit that our $1500 Ohm F coherent sound loudspeaker system sounds lightyears better than our $150 starter model, but all Tech Hifi recommended music systems offer more high fidelity for the money than you'll find anywhere else.

We take high fidelity seriously, and a visit to one of our sound rooms will prove it to you.

This week's recommended system $1499

The purpose of a high fidelity music system is to make music sound as good as it can in your own living room as it would in a live performance. This is no easy task, but we can confidently say that this recommended system fulfills that task better than just about any other system you can buy - and definitely better than any other system you can buy for the money.

Ohm F coherent loudspeakers employ a single, specifically designed 12 inch driver to maintain critical phase accuracy. Phased relationships are perfect, for sound more natural than you've ever heard coming out of a loudspeaker. "We include the Ohm F among those few speakers we have tested that achieves state-of-the-art performance," Hinch-Houch Laboratories in Stereo Review.

The same review was the word "awesome" to describe the Ohm F when it is powered by an amplifier able to deliver 100 watts rms or more per channel. The Integral Systems Model 200 amplifier is just that ideal companion for the Ohm F. It provides a total of 200 watts rms with distortion never exceeding 0.2%. The Integral Systems Model 10 preamp was designed to process a wide variety of input signals with an absolute minimum of distortion.

The Miracord 7001 automatic turntable is an elegant, dependable, and highly competent instrument with which to play your records. We include an excellent ADC 100Q induced magnetic cartridge, a wood base, and a dustcover.

At Tech Hifi, we take high fidelity seriously.

Integral Systems cabinets optional.

Our policies

Protection - 30 day equipment adjustment.
Service - 2 year labor warranty.
Selection - over 140 brands.
Security - 1 year speaker trade up.
Salespeople - 6 weeks formal training experience to meet your needs.

PHILADELPHIA 4034 Walnut St. 472-HIFI
3816 Ogontz Ave. corner of Cheltenham St.
Bryn Mawr 1026 Lancaster Ave. 527-HIFI
Trenton 929 Bordentown Pike 755-4652
Lawrence Township 2901 Brunswick Pike, Route 1 Plaza 771-1351
Pennsauken 7947 South Crescent Boulevard

Tech Hifi has 39 stores located throughout Massachusetts, New Hampshire, Vermont, Rhode Island, New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Michigan, and Ohio.

AVCO financing available.
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Due to the extreme demands being placed on court reservations by the University community at the
Robert P. Levy Tennis Pavilion
as of 9 am Friday, February 15, 1974, the reservation system will be adjusted.
Please obtain details at the Pavilion or by calling 594-4741

PENN HOCKEY FAMILY NIGHT
Sat. Feb. 9 8:30 P.M. Championship Hockey
Penn vs. New Hampshire
All Children
Admitted at half-price

Pennsylvania's Philadephia

Alpha Sigma Phi
More than just great parties.

Come a Come See Why - Tonite
Rush Party - 9 P.M.
Open Bar
3824 Spruce St.
Cagers Head for Two 'Typical' Ivy Tangles

B. GLNNS N. NERBERGER

Acme from the year, but our team is still a long way from reaching its potential. The statistics show that our team is capable of being a top team.

For Polar Bear Meet

League showdown at X P.M. tomorrow night in Providence after visiting Yale at 11:45 now ninth in the East). "After losing

In the hope of seeing some of the

Yale's dynasty has collapsed as the

The crowds matched at 11:45 last month, and the

and 11:15 (Penn)/7:45 (Princeton).

1101 apparently then- an- some I'hlladelphians who feel that the Hed

The game will be played at the Quaker's new facility, the

Penn held Clark and Friends, however, once before, right after the

The Bulldogs, trailing Columbia (who,

The Bennett-Ray

needed   to   win.   The   Bennett-Ray

the extra points they eventually

An- and captain Tim Karpoff (hwt.)

and captain Tim Karpoff (hwt.)

the might of the Quakers. The Chiefs

This weekend against two physical

As if Brendel and Karpoff won't be

Which, in light of Marci's 38 shooting average from the field, might not be such a bad idea, especially since Marci has managed to produce and find the open man for a basket 47 times this season. The Lions main heart of 50 percent shooting (47 for 94) and rebounding (36 for 22.3) behind him left the help of the all-stars in 1975. The Bulldogs, too, managed to win by 25, 75-50. Behind this performance, Coach George Adams has all but starting five, but not much to back them up. The Bulldogs are led by Jim Warren (23 points) and

And Crocker, trying to be very competitive," stated Tuppeny. "This will be his last

Yale's record 16-11 to date is

They have a win will be in great shape." To the program that made the Quakers so appealing to the

The Bulldogs, trailing Columbia (who,

and Clarion. While UNH coach

But at the same time, Yale downed prime

The Quakers seem to be the favorite in the Ivy league at this point in the season. After

No longer a national contender, Yale is fighting to retain

North's wins has managed to penetrate and find the

sowied up with wins over RPI, Vermont, and

After winning the Ancient

The winning streak was added to last year's four years by winning the Ancient

Lions. As if Brendel and Karpoff won't be

The Bulldogs, trailing Columbia (who,

Yale's only Ivy defeat came last

"We've got to play controlled, we've got to play smart, and we've got to play
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"It all boils down to this," noted Bob

There's not much "I a chance that such a development will recur. As if last year's
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